Is there such a thing as a NFB finite semiring? 
u is either 0 0, or w w a minimal word = an isoterm for all
Let n n be a natural number and Σ Σ an ai-semiring.
A word u u in at least n n letters is an n n --isoterm isoterm of Σ Σ if it is an isoterm for all equations of Σ Σ in less than n n letters.
Why isoterms?
An easy proposition.
An easy proposition. Let Σ Σ be an ai-semiring. Suppose that for arbitrary large n n we manage to find a word w w n n which is an n-isoterm, but not an isoterm of Σ Σ. Then Σ Σ is NFB.
If one translates all notions to semigroups semigroups this is exactly the tool used by Perkins! Namely, the imagigam imagigam words words turn out to be suitable: Perkins proves that yx yx 1 1 x x 2 2 … … x x n n yx yx n n … … x x 2 2 x x 1 1 is always a (semigroup) n-isoterm, while the imagigam equations show that it is not an isoterm of the Perkins' monoid.
René, I've got a plan…
Can we do the same for Σ 7 ?
I.e., is the nth imagigam word an nisoterm (in the ai-semiring sense) of Σ 7 ?
(It is obviously not an isoterm of Σ 7 .)
How to find n-isoterms at all?
A good lemma always saves the day! Lemma.
Lemma. Let w w be a word, with precisely n n letters occurring in it, let Σ Σ be an ai-semiring, and let k k < < n n be such that (1) each word u u in less than n n letters, such that w w contains a value of u u (under some substitution), is minimal with respect to Σ Σ, (2) 
